Dear SCN Colleagues,
I am writing on behalf of a joint working group of VA psychologists who are collaborating with
the American Board of Professional Psychology (ABPP) to ask you to encourage VA
psychologists (and others) to apply for board certification by one of ABPP’s fifteen specialty
boards covering the fullest range of psychological specialties. ABPP is the most widely
recognized organization sponsoring certification of advanced competencies in psychological
practice. The VA recognizes attainment of ABPP board certification as an accomplishment
eligible for special advancement for achievement and as a qualification equivalency to having an
APA/CoA accredited internship.
But why would this be of special interest to Training Directors? One most important reason rests
with the fact that VA psychology training prepares the rising psychologists of tomorrow, shaping
professionals with quality preparation as well as an indelible influence on what they see as their
professional development trajectory. You are making their future, and their vision for attainment
of marks of professional growth and progress. In this regard, few things would seem to be more
important than objective and rigorous individual validation of their competence in their chosen
area of professional practice and interest.
Health service organizations are increasingly moving towards the requirement of not just verified
educational and licensure qualifications, but actual objective demonstration of advanced
professional skills for independent providers such as physicians and psychologists. This has been
ABPPs mission since 1947, serving America’s practicing psychologists with a “board certified”
status recognized in a manner that parallels medical board certification in those specialties. In
other ways, ABPP board certification also makes psychologist mobility among jurisdictions
more smooth.
However, the attainment of board certification is equally important for VA psychology training
faculty and leaders. Psychologists have increasing numbers of clinical leadership roles in mental
and behavioral health which make board certification more meaningful and relevant.
To connect you and your training communities to the full features of board certification, a select
working group of colleagues (please see the undersigned) has partnered with VA to produce a
VA Pulse “VA/ABPP Community of Practice” site which will provide a very easy to digest
overview of ABPP and its processes. We have also produced the attached flyers for you and your
trainees that have links to the Pulse page, a survey, scholarship information for you and them,
etc.
The American Board of Professional Psychology (ABPP) is the oldest and best-recognized form
of board certification for psychologists in the United States. ABPP is seeking to expand the
number of board certified specialists among highly qualified psychologists in key training
positions. Accordingly, the ABPP Foundation is announcing the availability of awards up to
$1,000 to defray the costs of the board certification application process, including costs of travel
and lodging to take the exam. As the director of training at your internship or post-doctoral
program in professional psychology, we invite you to apply for this award and proceed with an
application to become ABPP board certified.

The award is not limited to a particular specialization, so we invite you to apply for the award to
pursue specialization with the ABPP board most congruent with your own work. Those applying
must meet ABPP criteria for that particular specialization, including current licensure as a
psychologist. For a description of ABPP and its specialty boards to pass on, please see
http://www.abpp.org/.
This award would be in addition to the waiver of the $125 ABPP application fee. This waiver
was recently approved by ABPP as it applies to training directors.
I urge you to not only encourage your trainees – past and present – to pursue this professional
recognition of advanced skills; but also, to promote staff and support faculty in applying for this
process as well.
If you have questions about this process, please feel free to get in touch: kmadams@umich.edu
We can also connect you with a specialist in your area of interest if you wish.
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